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True and False Economy. 

R
ETRENCHMENT and Reform" has been a popular 

cry in British politic,> at regular intervals during
two c~nturies, and there is little doubt that it will 
soon be heard again. The demand for" efficiency," 
of which we hear so much, shows which way the 

wind is blowing. It only requires some politician with a per
sonality that can stir the nation to make the cry his own; in a 
short time he would have the mass of the electors at his heels. 
\Ve have been spending vast amounts in every direction for many 
years. The observant have long had misgivings, and now even 
the het'dless are beginning to say that there must be a change. 
This is the usual course of things. We get a Go\'ernment in 
office for one period which is ready to find money for any and 
every purp:)se, and which is allowed to do as it pleases because 
the country is taking no notice. It can even hand over huge 
doles to its supporters, the Church and the agricultural landlord, 
:I t a time whe:l the whole nation is feeling the pinch of lean 
years-it can even do this without arousing any strong body of 
OPPi)~itlO:J, for the simple reason that the taxpayer is not really 
awake to what is going on. But by degrees the taxpayer's eyes 
are opened. He cries out that he has been despoiled . He turns 
and rends the Go\'ernment in office, and he puts in another 
pledged to economy and a general o\'erhauling of public affairs. 
Then we go to the opposite extreme; the pendulum swings as 
far in one direction as it had gone in the other. A period follows 
in which all expenses are indiscriminately cut down, and we save 
our money at the risk of losing our Empire, 

All signs point to the probability that before long the 
reaction will be in full blast. Trade is depressed, employment 
slack. If we have a hard winter, there will be distress, and 
distress always affects the popularity of the Government in 
p:H\'er. Furthermore, the country is beginning to doubt very 
seriously whether the present Ministers are, as a body, in earnest, 
and whether they realise the urgency of the work t hat cries 
aloud to be put through. If the Lib;!ral Party succeeds in 
patching up its differences and finding some one leader to follow 
with a whole heart, we shall in a short time have a Liberal 
:-'Iini~try in office pledged to the old watchwords of Retrench
ment and I{eform. Now there are many ways in which we can 
retrench without any sacrifice. \Ve can put the public service 
in order. \Ve can insist up)n more business-like methods in 
dealing .. "ith national funds. \Ve can suspend the" doles." But 
the Jepartments in which more economy and better administration 
will eS;lecially be looked for are thos~ which have latelv been 
spending most money. \Ve ha \'C added to our ordinary expflllit Ire 
ilt th t! rate of five aild a-hali milllo:ls a ye:lr during the last seven 
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years, and" the greatest of all the increases have been in the 
Naval and Military establishments." Those were Sir \Villiam 
Harcourt's words the other day, and he added to them these 
others: "Let us insist that the great growth of expenditure shall 
not go on." The sentiment will find an echo in many quarters; 
but there is something else that the country must insist upon. 
It must set its face against any serious reduction in the Naval 
Estimates. \Vherever we save money, we cannot afford to 
economise over our Fleets. Since 1889 we have been making 
up the arrears which had accumulated during' long years of 
culpable neglect. Both parties were to blame for this neglect, 
bllt each has since done its best to repair the situation, and their 
efforts have borne fruit in the present state of our Naval defences. 
These are now, we honestly believe, being kept up to the neces
sary standard of strength and readiness for war, but they are 
only just up to that standard. Any relaxation of endeavour 
would allow them to drop below it. Any ill-advised stop
page of supplies would throw us back to the position of the 
early eighties, before the Naval Defence Act, before the country 
at large was alive to the insecure state in which we then 
were. It is inevitable that Naval expenditure shall be looked 
into closely when retrenchment begins. But we hope and 
think that if the Admiralty can show its administration 
to be wise and as near to economy as circumstances permit, 
the good sense of the nation will leave the Naval Estimates 
alone. Could the Admiralty stand the test at present? \Ve 
doubt it. \Vhat the department must do, then, is to set its house 
in order, to reorganise its business upon sound lines, to cut down 
all unneces~ary expense. Lord Selborne is a First Lord in 
whom we may safely repose confidence. He has set a number 
of committees to work to consider all kinds of questions affecting 
the Navy both afloat and ashore. He is in earnest and he 
works hard. If he is supported as he ought to be, the Admiralty 
will rank amongst the most efficient of the great departments of 
State. \Ve wish we could hold out the same hopes about the 
\Var Office. But so far nothing has occurred to show that any 
thorough-going reform is even being thought of. The \Var 
Office seems to have sunk back into Its old contented lethargy. 
The awakenin~ will be all the ruder for it when it comes. 

THE "SOLDIER SPURNED." 

T HE question of the admission of soldiers in uniform to 
reserved seats in theatres has been arousing a healthy 
interest. \Vhen we referred to it the other day, we 

expressed the hope that one of the cases in which managers 
refuse such admission would be taken up and brought 
to the notice of the licensing authority. An officer, writing 
in a contemporary a few days afterwards, did offer to deal 
with the instance we mentioned at his own expen5e, if the men 
concerned would swear an affidavit to justify his ac:ion. So 
presumably the manager concerned will hedr more of the matter. 
vVhether th~ "acting manager," who wrote in reply to the 
officer and def~nded the offer of this direct insult to the King's 
uniform, was expressing the feelings of lessees of theatres 
generally, we cannot say. He mentioned that he knew of one 
case in which a licence was opposed on this ground, and which 
resulted in the unanimous grant of the licence, in spite of the 
opposition. \Ve doubt whether any public body would unani
mously quash such a complaint against a manager now. They 
would at any rate caution him to pay more respect to Hi" 
Majesty's Forces. It is not as if civilian evening dress were 
compulsory in stalls and dress circles. Men are frequently seen 
in them wearing tweed suits. So that cle;J,rly there is one rule 
for the civil population and another for the soldier. And even 
if the evening dress rule were rigidly enfor::e:l, uniform is full 
dre!'s for soldiers. \Vhat else could they wear? 

But all these trifling arguments must be brushed aside . 
The real question is : Do theatre managers look upon well, 
hehaved soldiers a" being proper persons to enter wherever 
civilians can enter, or [:ot? \Ve ought to have a plain answer 
to this plain question from the proprietor of every place of 
entertainment in London, and for that matter in the country too, 
though there the difticulty does not so often arise. Into many 
amusement resorts abroad soldiers are admitted at hali-price. 
Nations in which every man has worn military uniform and 
served his country know how to honour their Armies, and try to 
show in many ways like this that they recognise their obligation 
to the man who carries the gun. \Ve show it spasmodically, 
mostly at moments when the guns are urgently required to go 
off. At other times we take no trouble to make ollr gratitude 
apparent, and we tolerate such treatment of our soldiers as that 
which the two Guardsmen met with at the hands of this 
theatrical manager. It is not only mean conduct on our part
it is foolish even from the point of view of self-interest. Are 
wc likely to attract the best class of recruits, the class we must 
ha \'e if we are to raise the standard of individual intelligence in 
the raul,s, by letting them see that the man in uniform is openly 
proclaimed to be the inferior of the man in broadcloth or ill 
tweed ? 
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